CIRCA LOUNGE SYSTEM
Alison Spear
Simple sophistication.
Circa offers a classic lounge with an inviting dose of comfort. Contemporary materials and modern leg designs suit a range of aesthetics, while soft forms welcome users and encourage the organic conversation crucial for social connection.

Leg choices and a range of materiality options empower you to create diverse aesthetics with a single lounge system – making Circa a timeless option for every space.

An array of spaces. Lounges and benches in smooth curves or straight lines pair with tables to create a wide variety of applications that are easy to scale and reconfigure. An assortment of shapes and sizes connect to form inviting spaces that provide room to gather for creative collaboration and casual discussion.
**Product Features**

A. **Tapered wood leg.** Available in solid maple and walnut.
B. **Tapered metal leg.** Available in painted finishes.
C. **Cylinder wood leg.** Available in solid oak.
D. **Modern metal leg.** Available in painted finishes.
E. **Wood veneer table.** End-of-run table application shown.
F. **Shared leg.** The modern metal and cylinder wood leg can be shared between seating components to provide a clean aesthetic and gang units together.
G. **Freestanding table.** Available with power or glass insert options.
H. **Laminate table.** Freestanding table application shown.

**Details**

**Seating**

A  30º Inside Wedge  
B  30º Outside Wedge  
C  60º Inside Wedge  
D  60º Outside Wedge  
E  60º Inside Bench  
F  60º Outside Bench  
G  Straight Lounge Chair  
H  Straight Two-Seat Lounge  
I  Straight Bench  
J  Ottoman

**Intermediate or End-of-Run Armrests**

K  15º Wedge  
L  30º Wedge  
M  Straight

**Ganged, End-of-Run or Freestanding Tables**

N  15º Low Wedge  
O  15º High Wedge  
P  30º Low Wedge  
Q  30º High Wedge  
R  Straight Low  
S  Straight High  
T  60º Planter

**End-of-Run Table**

U  30º End-of-run

**Freestanding Table**

V  Round